Horns
May 16, 2015 I had to fast today in Ireland. in the evening I felt two steams flowing up
on the top back part of my head. Victoria saw two horns and Tobias sees a connection
to the grid. Feels like two bolts on the top back of my head on either side. October 22,
2016 While on the North Shore of Oahu for the Surfers Church and felt the horns and
realized it is the Glory of God.
Exodus 34:29, proverbs 25:2 (glory to search out a matter….a client felt the horns
where do spiritual research.)
May 16, 2015 I had to fast today in Ireland. in the evening I felt two steams flowing
up on the top back part of my head. Victoria saw two horns and Tobias sees a
connection to the grid. Feels like two bolts on the top back of my head on either side.
October 22, 2016 While on the North Shore of Oahu for the Surfers Church and felt
the horns and realized it is the Glory of God.

His brightness shall be as the light:horns are in his hands:there is his
strength hi." Habakkuk 3:4 in this the horns are not of animal horns
but of rays (horns). If we think if this and if you were in pitch dark
and shine your flashlight it would illuminate in what would look like
the image off flat horns.
Moses spoke faces to face with God the presence of his power and
glory would be so heavy. This also to my knowledge never
happened to any of the prophets either.
The alter of the Old Testament had horns.
Also Revelations 9:13 and the sixth angel sounded the trumpet: and
I heard a voice from the four horns of the golden to alter before the
eyes of God"
So when you read this and take in the account of Moses speaking to
God he becalmed horned by the rays of glory and power. Also after
the Israelites were fearful and so he put a veil upon his face (exodus
34:33 Could the veil be Because his face was an alter or sanctuary
of God?
In this closing Michelangelo was by far one of the best artist in the
world and the sculpture has Moses with horns and I believe that they

weren't really physical horns but horns of glory and light and so
Michelangelo being the smart man that he was knew he could not
nor could anyone sculpt rays of light and so therefore these horns
represent that ray of glory and power.
I also I believe that Satan had twisted this feature and power to help
rule over and poison the generational lines. The horns represented
power and glory and throughout the Bible and other religions they
worship and idolize things that have horns (power)
Is it possible that the Rays of light and power Moses had spilled a
lie from Satan to the people that there would be favor and power if
you make sacrifices and worship these horned creatures and beings
to have the power and favor of God. Baal worship involved a calf
which I believe had horns.
I trust if this hits any of you then I'm sure there will be more
revelation that will come to you as far as prayers or repentance that's
can be made.
Thank you all for reading this and please let me know your thoughts
on this and what's you I think. Blessings friends
Paul,
I do remember and discern the horns as I read your email. They look to me like long
horns reminding me of vikinghorns which they drank out or sometimes had on their
heads. There were a set of two of them on each person as we discerned them in Ireland
but now there is more than two and it feels/ looks as if they do shift so that the number
is changing sometimes rapidly. I remember that they did go to the grid when we had
them in Ireland. Are they connected to doors or gates? Is each of the horns connected
to a specific gate or door? Does the number of horns change as the doors or gates
close and open? Does a horn on your heads vanish as one door or gate closes? Does
the horn vanish that is tied to a the door or gate that closes?
The Bible connects horn and strength - is there is a shift or change in our strength
(breaker anointing or power?) as one horn vanishes? Does a horn appear when a
certain anointing in our heavenly places or grid or in our lives is activated and used and
when this ends a door or gates closes and the horn connected to this disappears?

This is what comes to me right now...there are also changes of colors connected to
these horns as they appear and disappear - does that have to do with frequencies,
sounds, certain forms of deliverances? Are there certain spiritual beings connected to
each horn? Is it one being connected to one horn?
Is there anything about horn and head in scripture? What about a wordstudy about
horn? Did you already look up where horn is used in scripture which could be connected
to what we have happening here? Are the horns somehow tied to our bloodline
inheritance? Do they draw power from our redeemed/ righteous bloodline areas?
As I ask these questions I frequently see colors of horns change and each time the
color changes there is a different sound coming forth. Is this connected to our DNA/
RNA as well?
A lot of things and it seems to continue but I do not want to overload you here...
Let me know what you get...I'm on the computer now if you want to talk on skype or
something concerning this...does Rob have keys concerning a further unlocking of this
realm? I think he has somehow keys to go further/ deeper into this so we get more
deliverance, freedom and restoration in this area to rebuild whatever realm we are
dealing with here...I think there it has to do with ruling and reigning?
July 19, 2015 strong revelation of the horns.
July 21, 2015 session
Psalm 18:2
Seemed to go to the grid and the dimension. European client felt we have been put on
a new path. It feels like spring, fresh. The path will lead us up higher.
They are connected to the golden pipes.
He had felt seven months ago that he was on a path and the path ended in Bulgaria.
The next path goes until February. The first path was prophetic and the next is
evangelism and healing.
From the horns there is a line that goes through the windows then the gates to doors.
Roots – branches – pipes – horns – windows – gates – doors
Ephesians 3:14
Vicki hears a loud blast
Client feels an angel and holding a bowl. I feel an authority. The bowl contains prayers.
Matthew 7:14 – this leads to life

Message
This is a new pathway of ruling and reigning as kings and sonship in days ahead.
Pioneers breaking ground. Pioneers of the Kingdom. Territory marching into. It is like I
am marching forward. Vessels of honor you shall become like no one has ever done.
Vessels of honor to rule and reign as Kings of Sonship and the ability from evil to
abstain. Leaving the old behind. Open the eyes of the blind. New pathways. Not even
created yet. New pathways to break open and forth. As sons and Kings of the Lord of
age of empire to come ruling and reigning with the Son. Get heated up. Get heated up
so I can break forth and come. Preparing the movement and the path for the Son. Flip
open the gates of Hell. Flip open so humanity and all rulership can tell. An age of
restoration. Age of freedom. Breaking. Breaking. Breaking of a new dawn. Empires
will fall. This is a shift that is going to be tremendous. Empires will fall. It is no longer
about deliverance but empires shall fall so the rulership of the King will come forth.
Breaking of the dawn. Breaking of the dawn. Like I am breaking open the soil and
flowing at the same time. There are thorns in the ground, stones and rocks. Plowing
through seeds of ages. Breaking and plowing, level by level. Empires. You are
contending for empires, Paul. No longer deliverance. Now My Kingdom is really
coming. Breaking of the dawn. Breaking of the dawn. Don’t give up until the breaking
of the dawn. Don’t give up before the breaking of the dawn, my son. It is coming.
Glorious return of the Son. You will be established as kings and sons. Glory to the Son
most high. Glory to the King of Kings. Glory to Yeshua. Gory to the King most High.
King He reigns. He reigns.
It is like I am stripping off pieces of glass off my legs.
Holy Place.
Huge angel present-Paul feels dimensional shifting
You have been given a sledge hammer. To go into different difficult places. Breaking
open and getting the lost out. Spirit, soul, and body parts. Seed that is trapped.
Ministry concerning that seed to break. The seed is trapped in stone (old?). [Feeling
dimensional shifting again] walking higher. I see the stars, moon, and planets. Walking
above them to overthrow kingdoms of this age and to overthrow those who still want to
rule these kingdoms. Humility is essential in these days. Beware of traps and
entrapments and deception. There are two ways to come up higher. God’s ways and
those who would go to overthrow the Lord. There is a new form of humility coming.
Deeper in the heart. Goes further. Rooted deeper. Grounded. [Feeling deliverance
again]. Ping, ping, ping. There are new additions to ruling and reigning. One part will
be humility, the foundation. Drilling to get to deeper oil.
We are in the deep. Craving out the evil in the deep. The Lord is establishing His Body
in the deep. Laying a foundation for the body of Christ for the days to come. Stone by
stone. Parts of people being stoned hear, being tortured. Standing in a well of healing
in the deep.

Another angel present. Declaration.
An announcement for the King to come.
A pathway or highway from N. Idaho to Aslan’s Place. Donna is standing at the end of
the highway. Like Donna is guarding the gate.
International freeways. Is the Lord building international freeways in the Spirit where
governments cannot control. Supernatural provision. Is Donna supposed to supervise
supernatural provision? Treasures will be discovered there that are in the deep that
have been dormant for centuries. You, Paul will dig for them and find them but Donna
is to steward them. Stewardship in the natural and supernatural. Stewarding signs and
wonders and miracles. Like handing them out.
See the angel pointing. Remind Donna of her calling it has not been taken from her.
In heavenly assembly. They are all looking at us. It is the saints. It is quite. One with
golden robes and one with silver robes. May be Elijah and Enoch? One in bronze.
Elisha. One in dark blue (revelation) John the Baptist? On is in dark green. As if they
all came into unity. Like in one string of the horn and made one sound. They want us
to understand the new path. It seems to be a colorful path. It is like the medals in the
Olympics.
We are being prepared to receive further knowledge and understanding.
Felt ungodly library in the deep. Are parts locked in the ungodly library.

Larry Pearson
I see a ladder to a new level of books in the library. Like an upper level. An invitation to
the higher learning as you climb the ladder the air will become clearer. It is important
that you get up higher to remove the interference of whatever this new discernment is.
It does feel like it is a wire. It seems to be a lightning rod. Now Paul feels lightning
strikes. Perhaps the lightning strikes are charging the golden pipes. It is a new level of
power and it is tied to healing. There is a surge of power. This is the alignment of three
nations. Power structures being established. New dimensions arising and resting on
the power structures being established. There is a power to know the mind of Christ in
an accelerated fashion. This is what I am preparing you for. It is connected to the
pipes. The horn of authority shall open new ways and pathways for people to partake of
the power to know the mind of the Lord.
Feels like we are in a whole new realm. Works in our spirit, soul and body. New
alignment with our spirit, soul and body and the Lord.
Download of power and of knowledge.

Surges of power driving out evil. Very strong deliverance.
Client sees the grid tied with Germany, US and Canada
August 23, 2015
At Collingwood I felt horns again.
Job 42:14. This is one of the restored daughters of Job.

Her name was Karen-hppuch. it means strength and horn of antimony, like painted eyes. I
believe this discernment has much to do with recovering sight to the blind. Especially the
spiritual blind.

January 9, 2017
False glory realm seems to be the place of the Force (ascended masters, i.e. Star
Wars)…false healing, miracles, signs and wonders. A place where Godly anointing is
being drained off. Prayed for college student who was dating a Hindu Indian and it
seems the mother and he have prayed against her. Depletion. She is trapped in the
ungodly height and depth. Goes back to Cain, false worship. Contamination of the
fallen of God. Feel dimensional shifting. Cain intentionally was the first to set up a false
worship system, i.e. his own kind of worship thus establishing the realm of false glory.
All false religions have built on this system. Like a Hindu prayer wheel where you are
always praying but getting nowhere. Futility. Very deceptive. Root of the New Age
system. False glory. Very seductive. Easy. You can stay in sin (no guilt or shame) and
still spiritually and false glory. Yoga.
December 11, 2017
The ungodly glory realm is the electric magnetic field of negative energy. A false ruling and
reigning . This is were the perception of God is asscend.

It is ungodly miracles, Strictly anti christ and self sufficiency.

